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Mall of emirates dubai cinema listings

This website uses cookies to improve your experience and personalize content. By continuing to use this website, you consent to the use of cookies. For more information, refer to our Privacy Policy. vibrah2 wrote a review yesterdayLondon, UK68 contributed 37 useful votesBooked on 3 separate occasions by COVID and it gave us the opportunity to enjoy
the cinema for ourselves with complete privacy and safety. Very recommended experience date: December 2020Bassem A wrote a review in October 2020Istanbul, Turkey55 contributed9 useful votes My favorite cinema in Dubai My favorite cinema in Dubai Many movie options at all times, but sometimes they decided to stop a movie for a very short time ...
I used to go to the movies weeklyThe day of experience: October 20201 Helpful voteHelpfulArian H wrote the November 2019 reviewDubai, United Arab Emirates185 contributed40 useful votesVOX Cinemas Mall of the Emirates is one of the best cinema locations I have been to and these are the reasons why : - They have a lot of 2 for 1 offer on the ticket if
you have any credit cards accepted and booked online. - The lobby of the cinema often has movie meoths for big blockbusters. For example they have lexus from Men In Black and Terminator: Dark Fate which has the original Terminator 2 Motorcycle which for movie fans is the classic! - Food prices are acceptable and tastes good and staff are great and
helpful despite busy show times. - A variety of different types of screens are available such as Theatre by Rhodes, IMAX and 4DX. - The cinema is located in the Mall of the Emirates so there are plenty of restaurants to choose from if you like to eat before. The only downer is that sometimes people tend to talk through films but this is a cultural thing rather
than a cinematic issue. I think VOX can do a little more to try and encourage people not to do it. Overall it's a good cinematic experience and I recommend it.... Experience Date: November 2019Light Waves wrote a Review October 2019Dubai, United Arab Emirates 26 contributed 11 useful coupons all employees who booked tickets for customers who
needed training to provide more important information during the booking process to customers, employees rushed to book tickets without informing details of the customer's ticket - they are asking you where You need without informing him of the difference of price - before they should inform the customer how much the fare will be instead of unexpected.
The manager did not put the signs for the price in each screen of the sign next to each visitor to let the customer decide if they would put or not according to what he had in his pocket instead of feeling shy in front of his visitors. for the management, make money with a professional way to avoid this kind of comments .... Thank Date of experience: October
2019Eyekaytoo wrote a review in October 2019Leverkusen, Germany1,763 contributed570 useful votesLateLate IMAX experience. Wow!! Having a free Friday afternoon I decided to treat myself to a visit to the Vox cinema complex and found a movie that I fancied to see displayed in the IMAX theater. I think I must get one of the few customers to pay cash
and get a printed ticket. Everyone else seems to be using one form of electronic trading or another. I'm also one of the few viewers who doesn't care about the huge amount of fast food in this place. The choice of classic junk food offered here is impressive. The film itself, shown on a giant IMAX screen with a full sound feel surrounded, is amazing. The
technical quality in such places today is out of this world. And I watched a colorful Disney movie that benefited from great quality. When the credits roll at the end everyone seems to leave quickly, leaving a whole pile of empty food packages of one kind or another. The cleaners definitely had something to do between performances.... Date of experience:
October 20191 Helpful voteHelpful Name Location Contact Details Galleria Deira 04-2737676 Twin Cinema Al Quoz 04-3469707 Novo Cinemas Festival City 04-2328328 Novo Cinemas Ibn Batuta Mall 04-3669898 Novo Cinemas Dragon Mart 2 04-2328523 Novo Cinemas Al Ghurair City 04-2289898 VOX Cinemas Grand Hyatt 600-599905 VOX Cinemas
Mercato Mall 600-599905 VOX Cinemas Mall Of The Emirates 600-599905 VOX Cinemas Deira City Centre 600-599905 VOX Cinemas Mirdiff City Centre 600-599905 VOX Cinemas Burjuman 600-599905 Reel Cinemas Dubai Mall/Marina Mall/The Beach 04-4491903 Reel Cinemas Jebel Ali Recreation Club 04-4595100 Cinema City Arabian Center -
Mirdiff 04-2845900 Name Location Contact Details National Cinema Baniyas Najda St. 02-6711700 Grand Safeer Cinema Musaffah 02-5521515 Grand Al MariahÂ Al Najda St. 02-6785000 Novo Cinemas World Trade Centre 02-6343003 Novo Baniyas Bawabat Al Sharq Mall 02-5864877 Oscar Al Raha Al Raha 02-5562008 Oscar Al Wahda - 02-4433244
VOX Cinemas Marina Mall 600-599905 VOX Cinemas Nation Towers 600-599905 Cine Royal Khalidiyah Mall 02-6819444 Cine Royal Dalma 02-5502525 Cine Royal Deerfields 02-5633990 Cine Royal Ruwais Mall 02-8778080 Location Contact Details Star Cineplex City Centre 06-5327555 Al Hamra Near Lulu Centre 06-5 650953 Novo Cinemas Mega Mall
06-5755 1888 Novo Cinemas Sahara Centre 06-5316500 Novo Cinemas Buhairah Centre 06-5563300 Oscar Cinema Al Shaab 06-5211122 Name Location Contact Club Details Film Sports Club 03-7222476 Oscar Foah Al Foah Mall 03-7843535 Oscar Barari Barari Outlet 03-7221992 Star Cineplex Al Ain Mall 03-7511228 Venue Name Contact Details Gulf
Cinema - 07- 2223313 Novo Manar Manar Mall 07-2278888 VOX Cinemas Hamra Mall 600-599905 Cinemax Al Naeem Mall 07-2440222 Location Name Contact Details Star Al Nisr - 09-2236262 Cinemas City Centre 600-599905 Star Dana - 09-2243100 Name City Chi tiết liên hệ VOX Cinemas City Center - Ajman 600-599905 Granada umm Al Quwain 06-
7656804 IMDB : : IMDB: 8.8/10 IMDB: 6.0/10 IMDB: 4.1/10 IMDB: 5.3/10 IMDB: 7.8/10 IMDB: 6.3/10 IMDB: 6.5/10 IMDB: 6.7/10 A musician who has lost his passion for music is transported out of his body and must find his way back with the help of an infant soul learning about himself. 10:45 12:00 13:15 14:30 15:45 17:00 18:15 19:30 20:45 11:30 12:45
14:00 1 5:15 16:30 17:45 19:00 20:15 22:45 PG 13 155 min Watch the Fast forward trailer to the 1980s as Wonder Woman's next big screen adventure finds her facing an all-new foe: The Cheetah. 11:00 12:15 14:15 15:30 17:30 18:45 20:45 21:30 22:00 23:30 11:30 12:30 13:00 14:30 15:00 00 16:00 16:30 19:00 20:00 22:00 22:30 18 TC 105 minutes Watch
the Tesla trailer documenting the life of visionary invented nikola Tesla - his competition with Thomas Edison, his relationship with Anne Morgan, and his development of modern AC power supply system. 11:00 13:15 15:30 17:45 20:00 22:15 For the first time, the IWF invites humans to visit the Alien Zoo. Come up with a spectacular tour of a wildlife refuge in
space, where the IWF has gathered an incredible assoggering of life forms from remote corners of the universe to save them from extinction. Come face to face with endangered species from across the galaxy. Some friendly. Some intense. All rare and miraculous creatures. Over 11:10 11:40 15:10 15:40 15:40 18:10 22:10 22:40 Pre-historical Croods family
is challenged by a rival family bettermans, who claim to be better and more evolution. 11:15 13:25 15:30 17:30 19:40 Deep in the Mesoamerica jungle, the Temple of God snakes rumbles with anger. You are on a mission to find lost pearls, but intruders are not welcome here. The legendary gem is protected by a deadly curse, and the temple will do whatever
it can to protect it. Do you have the intelligence, luck and courage to complete your mission and make it out alive? There's only one way to find out. Turn on Lavan's Magic Projector and enter this action adventure where you become the hero of the story. Category: Extra Adventure 11:20 11:50 15:20 15:50 18:20 18:50 22:20 22:50 Under the surface of the
largest living creature on Earth: blue whale. These majestic giants once ruled the oceans, but now they need our help. Venture deep beneath the waves to a research station, where you'll join a team of elite divers on an emergency mission. Power AquaScooter and manoly through shipwrecks, ravines and around marine life to help reunite a family of whales.
Soon you will discover that in an ocean full of wonders, blue is the most magical of all. Add 11:30 12:00 15:30 16:00 19:30 20:00 23:00 23:30 Bigfoot's son track: Father uses his new reputation to fight against an Alaskan oil company but when he disappears son, mother, Panda and a polar bear head to rescue him. 11:45 12:25 14:00 14:35 16:15 16:45 18:25
19:00 20:30 21:15 22:00 18 TC 95 min Watch the trailer Will believe his wife Rosalind is innocent of their son's suspected, just to explore The devastating truth behind her past links her to an unsolved crime. 11:45 14:45 16:10 19:00 20:30 22:35 PG 15 100 minutes Watch the trailer Frank (Nicolas Cage) is a skilled big game hunter specializing in dangerous
species. When Frank catches an extremely rare white jaguar in brazil's Amazon rainforest, he takes it on a ship to the United States along with other deadly animals. Also on board is a notorious killer who frees himself and other animals and starts hunting all those on board. Add 12:10 14:25 16:35 18:45 21:00 23:15 TBC 105 minutes Watch the trailer When
the daughter of former CIA agent (Adkins) is kidnapped by Russian agents, he is forced to cooperate with Sasha, a mysterious Ukrainian woman to watch a video accusing the Russian government of 12:30 13:55 16:45 18:15 21:00 22:35 Sadly that he shared the room he loved with his grandfather, Peter decided to declare war in an attempt to get it back.
TBC 120 minutes Watch the Welcome to Family &amp; Friends Private Cinema trailer, an experience designed for movie fans who want to watch the latest blockbusters on the big screen surrounded only by their friends and family. All you have to do is choose your movie, contact us, make a reservation, and you'll be sitting back in our state-of-the-art
cinema with a large tub of popcorn in no time. Add PG 13 150 minutes Watch trailer Equipped with just one word-Tenet-and fight for the survival of the entire world, the protagonist journeys through a sunset world of international spying on a mission that opens in something beyond real time. It's not time travel. Reverse. The Witches tells the funny and warm
story of an orphan boy (Bruno), who, in late 1967, came to live with his loving grandmother (Spencer) in the rural Alabama town of Demopolis. The boy and his grandmother come across some deceptively charming but thoroughly diabolical witches, so Mrs. Wise whisks our young hero away to a luxury seaside resort. Unfortunately, they arrive at exactly the
same time that grand high witch (Hathaway) in the world has gathered her companions from all over the world - secretly - to carry out her iniquitous plans. More PG 13 105 minutes Watch the trailer Behind Our World, there is one: a world of dangerous and powerful monsters that rule their domains with deadly brutality. When a sandstorm unexpectedly
transports Captain Artemis (Milla Jovovich) and her unit (TI Harris, Meagan Good, Diego Boneta) to a new world, the soldiers are shocked to discover that this hostile and unknown environment is home to giant and terrifying monsters immune to their firepower. In their desperate battle for survival, the units meet the mysterious hunter (Tony Unique skills allow
him to stay one step ahead of powerful creatures. As Artemis and Hunter gradually build trust, she discovers that he is part of a group led by Admiral (Ron Perlman). Faced with such a great danger it can threaten to destroy their world, brave warriors Their unique ability to band together for the ultimate showdown. More PG 15 125 minutes Watch the trailer A
group of friends return to Jumanji to rescue one of their own but discover that nothing is as they expected. Players need to brave the unknown part, from arid deserts to snowy mountains, to escape the world's most dangerous game. PG 13 100 minutes Watch the trailer Want to live an honest life, a notorious bank robber (Liam Neeson) surrendered, only to
be brutally overtaken by two FBI agents. PG 13 Arabic 90 minutes Watch the trailer Two strangers break into Yasmine's house locate and steal a key object. She fights back and tries to escape, will she succeed? PG Arabic 105 min Watch the trailer A story by Dr. Sultan bin Muhammad Al-Qasimi, Khorfakkan film set during the Portuguese invasion of
Khorfakkan in the 16th century, where the city peacefully turned into a resistance force against oppression. 15+ 100 minutes Watch the trailer In this relentless act, Miles (Daniel Radcliffe) is living alone, being bullied at his job and stuck with his past relationship Nova who has left him. He is drafted into a real-life deadly pursuit where he needs to run &amp;
survive to be able to save his ex-girlfriend from his ruthless kidnapper Add PG 13 155 minutes Watch the fast trailer forward to the 1980s as Wonder Woman's next big screen adventure sees her face a whole new enemy : The Cheetah. 00:00 11:00 12:15 14:15 15:30 17:30 18:45 20:4521:30 22:00 23:30 10:00 13:15 16:30 19:45 23:00 2 11:30 1 2:30 13:00
14:30 15:00 16:00 16:30 19:00 16:30 20:00 22:00 22:30 23:00 Grinch hatches a plan with his trusty dog Max to ruin Christmas when the residents of Whoville plan their annual holiday celebrations. Meanwhile, Cindy Lou, who conspires to find Santa to thank him for helping her single mother every Christmas, will interfere with the Grinch's plans. Add A
musician who has lost his passion for music to be transported out of his body and must find his way back with the help of an infant soul learning about himself. 10:00 11:30 12:45 14:00 15:15 16:30 17:45 19:00 20:15 22:45 10:45 12:4 The pre-history Croods family was challenged by a rival family of bettermans, who claimed to be better and more evolution.
10:15 12:30 14:45 16:45 18:50 11:15 13:25 15:30 17:17:30 7.40pm 18 TC 105 min Watch the Tesla trailer documenting the life of visionary invention Nikola Tesla - his rival to Thomas Edison, his relationship with Anne Morgan, and his development of AC's modern power supply system. 11:00 13:15 15:30 17:45 20:00 22:15 For the first time , IWF invites
humans to visit alien zoos. Come with a spectacular tour of an animal refuge in space, where the IWF has gathered an incredible assoth of life forms from far corners of the universe to save them from extinction. Come face to face with endangered species from across the galaxy. Some friendly. Some intense. All rare and and creatures. More than 11:10
11:40 15:10 15:40 18:10 18:40 22:10 22:40 Deep in the Jungle of Mesoamerica, the temple of God snakes rumbles with anger. You are on a mission to find lost pearls, but intruders are not welcome here. The legendary gem is protected by a deadly curse, and the temple will do whatever it can to protect it. Do you have the intelligence, luck and courage to
complete your mission and make it out alive? There's only one way to find out. Turn on Lavan's Magic Projector and enter this action adventure where you become the hero of the story. Category: Extra Adventure 11:20 11:50 15:20 15:50 18:20 18:50 22:20 22:50 Under the surface of the largest living creature on Earth: blue whale. These majestic giants once
ruled the oceans, but now they need our help. Venture deep beneath the waves to a research station, where you'll join a team of elite divers on an emergency mission. Power AquaScooter and manoly through shipwrecks, ravines and around marine life to help reunite a family of whales. Soon you will discover that in an ocean full of wonders, blue is the most
magical of all. Add 11:30 12:00 15:30 16:00 19:30 20:00 23:00 23:30 Bigfoot's son track: Father uses his new reputation to fight against an Alaskan oil company but when he disappears son, The mother, a panda and a polar bear head to rescue him. 11:45 12:25 14:00 14:35 16:15 16:45 18:25 19:00 20:30 21:15 22:00 18 TC 95 min Watch the trailer Will
believe his wife Rosalind is innocent of their son's suspected, only to discover the devastating truth behind her past linking her to an unsolved crime. 11:45 14:45 16:10 19:00 20:30 22:35 PG 15 100 minutes Watch the trailer Frank (Nicolas Cage) is a skilled big game hunter specializing in dangerous species. When Frank catches an extremely rare white
jaguar in brazil's Amazon rainforest, he takes it on a ship to the United States along with other deadly animals. Also on board is a notorious killer who frees himself and other animals and starts hunting all those on board. Add 12:10 14:25 16:35 18:45 21:00 23:15 TBC 105 minutes Watch the trailer When the daughter of former CIA agent (Adkins) is kidnapped
by Russian agents, he is forced to cooperate with Sasha, a mysterious Ukrainian woman to watch a video accusing the Russian government of 12:30 13:55 16:45 18:15 21:00 22:35 Sadly that he shared the room he loved with his grandfather, Peter decided to declare war in an attempt to get it back. TBC 120 minutes Watch the Welcome to Family &amp;
Friends Private Cinema trailer, an experience designed for movie fans who want to watch the latest blockbusters on the big screen surrounded only by their friends and family. All you have to do is choose your movie, with us, book, and you'll be sitting back in our state-of-the-art cinema with a large tub of popcorn in no time. Add PG 13 150 minutes Watch
the trailer Equipped with just one word-Tenet-and fight for the survival of the whole world, the protagonist Through a sunset world of international spying on a mission that opens up in something beyond real time. It's not time travel. Reverse. The Witches tells the funny and warm story of an orphan boy (Bruno), who, in late 1967, came to live with his loving
grandmother (Spencer) in the rural Alabama town of Demopolis. The boy and his grandmother come across some deceptively charming but thoroughly diabolical witches, so Mrs. Wise whisks our young hero away to a luxury seaside resort. Unfortunately, they arrive at exactly the same time that grand high witch (Hathaway) in the world has gathered her
companions from all over the world - secretly - to carry out her iniquitous plans. More PG 13 105 minutes Watch the trailer Behind Our World, there is one: a world of dangerous and powerful monsters that rule their domains with deadly brutality. When a sandstorm unexpectedly transports Captain Artemis (Milla Jovovich) and her unit (TI Harris, Meagan
Good, Diego Boneta) to a new world, the soldiers are shocked to discover that this hostile and unknown environment is home to giant and terrifying monsters immune to their firepower. In their desperate battle for survival, the unit meets the mysterious Hunter (Tony Jaa), who has unique skills that allow him to stay one step ahead of powerful creatures. As
Artemis and Hunter gradually build trust, she discovers that he is part of a group led by Admiral (Ron Perlman). Faced with such a great danger it can threaten to destroy their world, the brave warriors combine their unique abilities to band together for the ultimate showdown. More PG 15 125 minutes Watch the trailer A group of friends return to Jumanji to
rescue one of their own but discover that nothing is as they expected. Players need to brave the unknown part, from arid deserts to snowy mountains, to escape the world's most dangerous game. PG 13 100 minutes Watch the trailer Want to live an honest life, a notorious bank robber (Liam Neeson) surrendered, only to be brutally overtaken by two FBI
agents. PG 13 Arabic 90 minutes Watch the trailer Two strangers break into Yasmine's house locate and steal a key object. She fights back and tries to escape, will she succeed? PG Arabic 105 min Watch the trailer A story by Dr. Sultan bin Muhammad Al-Qasimi, Khorfakkan film set during the Portuguese invasion of Khorfakkan in the 16th century, where
the city peacefully turned into a resistance force against oppression. 15+ 100 minutes Watch the trailer In this relentless act, Miles (Daniel Radcliffe) is living alone, being bullied at his job and stuck with his past relationship Nova who has left him. He is drafted into a real-life pursuit of death where he needs to &amp; survive to be able to save her ex-girlfriend
from her ruthless kidnapper More PG 13 155 minutes Watch the trailer Fast forward to the 1980s as Wonder Woman's next big screen adventure sees her face a whole new enemy: The Cheetah. 00:00 11:00 12:15 14:15 15:30 17:30 18:45 18:45 21:30 22:00 23:30 10:00 13:15 16:30 19:45 23:00 11:30 12:30 13:00 14:30 1 5:00 00 16:00 16:30 19:00 20:00
22:00 22:30 23:00 Track Son of Bigfoot: Father uses his new reputation to fight against an Alaskan oil company but when he disappears son, mother, A panda and a north-headed bear to rescue him. 11:45 12:25 14:00 14:35 16:15 16:45 18:25 19:00 20:30 21:15 22:00 A musician who has lost his passion for music is transported out of his body and must find
his way back with the help of an infant soul learning about himself. 10:00 11:30 12:45 14:00 15:15 16:30 17:45 19:00 20:15 22:45 10:45 12:4 The pre-history Croods family was challenged by a rival family of bettermans, who claimed to be better and more evolution. 10:15 12:30 14:45 16:45 18:50 11:15 13:25 15:30 17:17:30 7.40pm 18 TC 105 min Watch the
Tesla trailer documenting the life of visionary invention Nikola Tesla - his rival to Thomas Edison, his relationship with Anne Morgan, and his development of AC's modern power supply system. 11:00 13:15 15:30 17:45 20:00 22:15 For the first time , IWF invites humans to visit alien zoos. Come up with a spectacular tour of a wildlife refuge in space, where the
IWF has gathered an incredible assoggering of life forms from remote corners of the universe to save them from extinction. Come face to face with endangered species from across the galaxy. Some friendly. Some intense. All rare and miraculous creatures. More than 11:10 11:40 15:10 15:40 18:10 18:40 22:10 22:40 Deep in the Jungle of Mesoamerica, the
temple of God snakes rumbles with anger. You are on a mission to find lost pearls, but intruders are not welcome here. The legendary gem is protected by a deadly curse, and the temple will do whatever it can to protect it. Do you have the intelligence, luck and courage to complete your mission and make it out alive? There's only one way to find out. Turn on
Lavan's Magic Projector and enter this action adventure where you become the hero of the story. Category: Extra Adventure 11:20 11:50 15:20 15:50 18:20 18:50 22:20 22:50 Under the surface of the largest living creature on Earth: blue whale. These majestic giants once ruled the oceans, but now they need our help. Venture deep beneath the waves to a
research station, where you'll join a team of elite divers on an emergency mission. Power AquaScooter and manoly through shipwrecks, ravines and around marine life to help reunite a family of whales. Soon you will discover that in an ocean full of wonders, blue is the most magical of all. Over 11:30 12:00 15:30 16:00 19:30 20:00 23:00 23:30 18 TC 95
minutes Watch the trailer Will believe that their son Rosalind's innocent wife is suspected of murder, only for examination The devastating truth behind her past links her to an unsolved crime. 11:45 14:45 16:10 19:00 20:30 22:35 PG 15 100 minutes Watch the trailer Frank (Nicolas Cage) is a skilled big game hunter specializing in dangerous species.
insurance. Frank catches an extremely rare white jaguar in brazil's Amazon rainforest, taking it on a ship to america along with other deadly animals. Also on board is a notorious killer who frees himself and other animals and starts hunting all those on board. Add 12:10 14:25 16:35 18:45 21:00 23:15 TBC 105 minutes Watch the trailer When the daughter of
former CIA agent (Adkins) is kidnapped by Russian agents, he is forced to cooperate with Sasha, a mysterious Ukrainian woman to watch a video accusing the Russian government of 12:30 13:55 16:45 18:15 21:00 22:35 Sadly that he shared the room he loved with his grandfather, Peter decided to declare war in an attempt to get it back. TBC 120 minutes
Watch the Welcome to Family &amp; Friends Private Cinema trailer, an experience designed for movie fans who want to watch the latest blockbusters on the big screen surrounded only by their friends and family. All you have to do is choose your movie, contact us, make a reservation, and you'll be sitting back in our state-of-the-art cinema with a large tub
of popcorn in no time. More The Grinch hatches a show with its trusty dog Max to ruin Christmas as residents of Whoville plan their annual holiday celebrations. Meanwhile, Cindy Lou, who conspires to find Santa to thank him for helping her single mother every Christmas, will interfere with the Grinch's plans. Add PG 13 150 minutes Watch trailer Equipped
with just one word-Tenet-and fight for the survival of the entire world, the protagonist journeys through a sunset world of international spying on a mission that opens in something beyond real time. It's not time travel. Reverse. The Witches tells the funny and warm story of an orphan boy (Bruno), who, in late 1967, came to live with his loving grandmother
(Spencer) in the rural Alabama town of Demopolis. The boy and his grandmother come across some deceptively charming but thoroughly diabolical witches, so Mrs. Wise whisks our young hero away to a luxury seaside resort. Unfortunately, they arrive at exactly the same time that grand high witch (Hathaway) in the world has gathered her companions from
all over the world - secretly - to carry out her iniquitous plans. More PG 13 105 minutes Watch the trailer Behind Our World, there is one: a world of dangerous and powerful monsters that rule their domains with deadly brutality. When a sandstorm unexpectedly transports Captain Artemis (Milla Jovovich) and her unit (TI Harris, Meagan Good, Diego Boneta) to
a new world, the soldiers are shocked to discover that this hostile and unknown environment is home to giant and terrifying monsters immune to firepower They. In their desperate battle for survival, the unit meets the mysterious Hunter (Tony Jaa), who has unique skills that allow him to stay one step ahead of powerful creatures. As Artemis and Hunter slowly
build trust, she discovers that he is part of a team led by Admiral (Ron) Faced with such a great danger it can threaten to destroy their world, the brave warriors combine their unique abilities to band together for the ultimate showdown. More PG 13 135 min Watch the trailer Famous writer and director Rian Johnson (Brick, Looper, Star Wars: The Last Jedi)
honors mystery mastermind Agatha Christie in KNIVES OUT, a new, modern murder mystery where everyone is a suspect. When the famous crime novelist Harlan Thrombey (Christopher Plummer) is found dead at his estate shortly after his 85th birthday, curious detective and debonair Benoit Blanc (Daniel Craig) are mysteriously enlisted to investigate.
From Harlan's dysfunctional family to his dedicated staff, Blanc sifts through a website of red and self-serving herring lying to discover the truth behind Harlan's untimely death. With an all-star cast including Chris Evans, Ana de Armas, Jamie Lee Curtis, Michael Shannon, Don Johnson, Toni Collette, LaKeith Stanfield, Katherine Langford and Jaeden Martell,
KNIVES OUT is a fun, witty and stylish whodunit that ensures keeping audiences guessing until the end. More PG 13 100 minutes Watch the trailer Want to live an honest life, a notorious bank robber (Liam Neeson) surrendered, only to be brutally overtaken by two FBI agents. PG 13 Arabic 90 minutes Watch the trailer Two strangers break into Yasmine's
house locate and steal a key object. She fights back and tries to escape, will she succeed? PG Arabic 105 min Watch the trailer A story by Dr. Sultan bin Muhammad Al-Qasimi, Khorfakkan film set during the Portuguese invasion of Khorfakkan in the 16th century, where the city peacefully turned into a resistance force against oppression. 15+ 100 minutes
Watch the trailer In this relentless act, Miles (Daniel Radcliffe) is living alone, being bullied at his job and stuck with his past relationship Nova who has left him. He is drafted into a real-life deadly pursuit where he needs to run &amp; survive to be able to save his ex-girlfriend from his ruthless kidnapper Add PG 13 155 minutes Watch the fast trailer forward to
the 1980s as Wonder Woman's next big screen adventure sees her face a whole new enemy : The Cheetah. 00:00 11:00 12:15 14:15 15:30 17:30 18:45 20:4521:30 22:00 23:30 10:00 13:15 16:30 19:45 23:00 2 11:30 1 2:30 13:00 14:30 15:00 16:00 16:30 19:00 16:30 20:00 22:00 22:30 23:00 Grinch hatches a plan with his trusty dog Max to ruin Christmas
when the residents of Whoville plan their annual holiday celebrations. Meanwhile, Cindy Lou, who conspires to find Santa to thank him for helping her single mother every Christmas, will interfere with the Grinch's plans. More A Musician Who Has Lost His Passion for Music be transported out of his body and must find his way back with the help of an infant
soul learning about himself. 10:00 11:30 12:45 14:00 15:15 16:30 17:45 19:00 20:15 22:45 10:10 45 12:00 13:15 14:30 15:45 17:00 18:15 19:30 20:45 Pre-historical croods family challenged by rival families of bettermans, who claim to be better and more developed. 10:15 12:30 14:45 16:45 18:50 11:15 13:25 15:30 17:17:30 7.40pm 18 TC 105 min Watch the
Tesla trailer documenting the life of visionary invention Nikola Tesla - his rival to Thomas Edison, his relationship with Anne Morgan, and his development of AC's modern power supply system. 11:00 13:15 15:30 17:45 20:00 22:15 For the first time , IWF invites humans to visit alien zoos. Come up with a spectacular tour of a wildlife refuge in space, where the
IWF has gathered an incredible assoggering of life forms from remote corners of the universe to save them from extinction. Come face to face with endangered species from across the galaxy. Some friendly. Some intense. All rare and miraculous creatures. More than 11:10 11:40 15:10 15:40 18:10 18:40 22:10 22:40 Deep in the Jungle of Mesoamerica, the
temple of God snakes rumbles with anger. You are on a mission to find lost pearls, but intruders are not welcome here. The legendary gem is protected by a deadly curse, and the temple will do whatever it can to protect it. Do you have the intelligence, luck and courage to complete your mission and make it out alive? There's only one way to find out. Turn on
Lavan's Magic Projector and enter this action adventure where you become the hero of the story. Category: Extra Adventure 11:20 11:50 15:20 15:50 18:20 18:50 22:20 22:50 Under the surface of the largest living creature on Earth: blue whale. These majestic giants once ruled the oceans, but now they need our help. Venture deep beneath the waves to a
research station, where you'll join a team of elite divers on an emergency mission. Power AquaScooter and manoly through shipwrecks, ravines and around marine life to help reunite a family of whales. Soon you will discover that in an ocean full of wonders, blue is the most magical of all. Add 11:30 12:00 15:30 16:00 19:30 20:00 23:00 23:30 Bigfoot's son
track: Father uses his new reputation to fight against an Alaskan oil company but when he disappears son, The mother, a panda and a polar bear head to rescue him. 11:45 12:25 14:00 14:35 16:15 16:45 18:25 19:00 20:30 21:15 22:00 18 TC 95 min Watch the trailer Will believe his wife Rosalind is innocent of their son's suspected, only to discover the
devastating truth behind her past linking her to an unsolved crime. 11:45 14:45 16:10 19:00 20:30 22:35 PG 15 100 minutes Watch the trailer Frank (Nicolas Cage) is a skilled big game hunter specializing in dangerous species. When Frank catches an extremely rare white jaguar in brazil's Amazon rainforest, he takes it on a ship to the United States along
with other deadly animals. Also on board is a killer Notorious people freed themselves and other animals and began hunting all those on board. See also 12:10 14:25 16:35 18:45 21:05 TBC 105 min Watch the trailer When the daughter of a former CIA agent (Adkins) is kidnapped by Russian agents, he is forced to cooperate with Sasha, a one Ukrainian
woman to watch a video accusing the Russian government of her kidnapping. 12:30 13:55 16:45 18:15 21:00 22:35 Sadly that he shared the room he loved with his grandfather, Peter decided to declare war in an attempt to get it back. TBC 120 minutes Watch the Welcome to Family &amp; Friends Private Cinema trailer, an experience designed for movie
fans who want to watch the latest blockbusters on the big screen surrounded only by their friends and family. All you have to do is choose your movie, contact us, make a reservation, and you'll be sitting back in our state-of-the-art cinema with a large tub of popcorn in no time. Add PG 13 150 minutes Watch trailer Equipped with just one word-Tenet-and fight
for the survival of the entire world, the protagonist journeys through a sunset world of international spying on a mission that opens in something beyond real time. It's not time travel. Reverse. The Witches tells the funny and warm story of an orphan boy (Bruno), who, in late 1967, came to live with his loving grandmother (Spencer) in the rural Alabama town of
Demopolis. The boy and his grandmother come across some deceptively charming but thoroughly diabolical witches, so Mrs. Wise whisks our young hero away to a luxury seaside resort. Unfortunately, they arrive at exactly the same time that grand high witch (Hathaway) in the world has gathered her companions from all over the world - secretly - to carry
out her iniquitous plans. More PG 13 105 minutes Watch the trailer Behind Our World, there is one: a world of dangerous and powerful monsters that rule their domains with deadly brutality. When a sandstorm unexpectedly transports Captain Artemis (Milla Jovovich) and her unit (TI Harris, Meagan Good, Diego Boneta) to a new world, the soldiers are
shocked to discover that this hostile and unknown environment is home to giant and terrifying monsters immune to their firepower. In their desperate battle for survival, the unit meets the mysterious Hunter (Tony Jaa), who has unique skills that allow him to stay one step ahead of powerful creatures. As Artemis and Hunter gradually build trust, she discovers
that he is part of a group led by Admiral (Ron Perlman). Faced with such a great danger it can threaten to destroy their world, the brave warriors combine their unique abilities to band together for the ultimate showdown. More PG 15 125 minutes Watch the trailer A group of friends return to Jumanji to rescue one of their own but discover that nothing is as
they expected. Players need to brave the unknown part, from arid deserts to snowy mountains, to escape the world's most dangerous game. PG 13 100 minutes Watch the trailer Want to Live a honestly, a notorious bank robber (Liam Neeson) surrenders, only to be brutally overtaken by two FBI agents. PG 13 Arabic 90 minutes Watch the trailer Two
strangers break into Yasmine's house locate and steal a key object. She fights back and tries to escape, escape, She succeeds? PG Arabic 105 min Watch the trailer A story by Dr. Sultan bin Muhammad Al-Qasimi, Khorfakkan film set during the Portuguese invasion of Khorfakkan in the 16th century, where the city peacefully turned into a resistance force
against oppression. 15+ 100 minutes Watch the trailer In this relentless act, Miles (Daniel Radcliffe) is living alone, being bullied at his job and stuck with his past relationship Nova who has left him. He is drafted into a real-life deadly pursuit where he needs to run &amp; survive to be able to save his ex-girlfriend from his ruthless kidnapper Add PG 13 155
minutes Watch the fast trailer forward to the 1980s as Wonder Woman's next big screen adventure sees her face a whole new enemy : The Cheetah. 00:00 11:00 12:15 14:15 15:30 17:30 18:45 20:4521:30 22:00 23:30 10:00 13:15 16:30 19:45 23:00 2 11:30 1 2:30 13:00 14:30 15:00 16:00 16:30 19:00 16:30 20:00 22:00 22:30 23:00 Grinch hatches a plan
with his trusty dog Max to ruin Christmas when the residents of Whoville plan their annual holiday celebrations. Meanwhile, Cindy Lou, who conspires to find Santa to thank him for helping her single mother every Christmas, will interfere with the Grinch's plans. Add A musician who has lost his passion for music to be transported out of his body and must find
his way back with the help of an infant soul learning about himself. 10:00 11:30 12:45 14:00 15:15 16:30 17:45 19:00 20:15 22:45 10:45 12:4 The pre-history Croods family was challenged by a rival family of bettermans, who claimed to be better and more evolution. 10:15 12:30 14:45 16:45 18:50 11:15 13:25 15:30 17:17:30 7.40pm 18 TC 105 min Watch the
Tesla trailer documenting the life of visionary invention Nikola Tesla - his rival to Thomas Edison, his relationship with Anne Morgan, and his development of AC's modern power supply system. 11:00 13:15 15:30 17:45 20:00 22:15 For the first time , IWF invites humans to visit alien zoos. Come up with a spectacular tour of a wildlife refuge in space, where the



IWF has gathered an incredible assoggering of life forms from remote corners of the universe to save them from extinction. Come face to face with endangered species from across the galaxy. Some friendly. Some intense. All rare and miraculous creatures. More than 11:10 11:40 15:10 15:40 18:10 18:40 22:10 22:40 Deep in the Jungle of Mesoamerica, the
temple of God snakes rumbles with anger. You are on a mission to find lost pearls, but intruders are not welcome here. The legendary gem is protected by a deadly curse, and the temple will do whatever it can to protect it. You have the intelligence, luck and courage to Into your mission and make it out alive? There's only one way to find out. Turn on Lavan's
Magic Projector and enter this action adventure where you become the hero of the story. Category: Extra Adventure 11:20 11:50 15:20 15:50 18:20 18:50 22:20 22:50 Under the living surface Creatures on Earth: Blue whales. These majestic giants once ruled the oceans, but now they need our help. Venture deep beneath the waves to a research station,
where you'll join a team of elite divers on an emergency mission. Power AquaScooter and manoly through shipwrecks, ravines and around marine life to help reunite a family of whales. Soon you will discover that in an ocean full of wonders, blue is the most magical of all. Over 11:30 12:00 15:30 16:00 19:30 20:00 23:00 23:30 18 TC 95 minutes Watch the
trailer Will believe that their son Rosalind's innocent wife is suspected of murder, just to discover the devastating truth behind her past linking her to an unsolved crime. 11:45 14:45 16:10 19:00 20:30 22:35 Bigfoot's son track: Father uses his new reputation to fight against an Alaskan oil company but when he disappears son, mother, a panda and a polar
bear head to rescue him. 11:45 12:25 14:00 14:35 16:15 16:45 18:25 19:00 20:30 21:15 22:00 PG 15 100 minutes Watch the trailer Frank (Nicolas Cage) is a skilled big game hunter specializing in dangerous species. When Frank catches an extremely rare white jaguar in brazil's Amazon rainforest, he takes it on a ship to the United States along with other
deadly animals. Also on board is a notorious killer who frees himself and other animals and starts hunting all those on board. Add 12:10 14:25 16:35 18:45 21:00 23:15 TBC 105 minutes Watch the trailer When the daughter of former CIA agent (Adkins) is kidnapped by Russian agents, he is forced to cooperate with Sasha, a mysterious Ukrainian woman to
watch a video accusing the Russian government of 12:30 13:55 16:45 18:15 21:00 22:35 Sadly that he shared the room he loved with his grandfather, Peter decided to declare war in an attempt to get it back. TBC 120 minutes Watch the Welcome to Family &amp; Friends Private Cinema trailer, an experience designed for movie fans who want to watch the
latest blockbusters on the big screen surrounded only by their friends and family. All you have to do is choose your movie, contact us, make a reservation, and you'll be sitting back in our state-of-the-art cinema with a large tub of popcorn in no time. Add PG 13 150 minutes Watch trailer Equipped with just one word-Tenet-and fight for the survival of the entire
world, the protagonist journeys through a sunset world of international spying on a mission that opens in something beyond real time. It's not time travel. Reverse. The Witches tells the funny and warm story of an orphan boy (Bruno), who, in late 1967, came to live with his loving grandmother (Spencer) in the rural Alabama town of Demopolis. Boy and
grandmother She comes across some deceptively charming but thoroughly diabolical witches, so she wisely whisks our young hero away to a luxurious seaside resort. Unfortunately, they arrive exactly at the same time that grand high witch (Hathaway) in the world has gathered her companions from all over the world implementing their own illegal plans.
More PG 13 105 minutes Watch the trailer Behind Our World, there is one: a world of dangerous and powerful monsters that rule their domains with deadly brutality. When a sandstorm unexpectedly transports Captain Artemis (Milla Jovovich) and her unit (TI Harris, Meagan Good, Diego Boneta) to a new world, the soldiers are shocked to discover that this
hostile and unknown environment is home to giant and terrifying monsters immune to their firepower. In their desperate battle for survival, the unit meets the mysterious Hunter (Tony Jaa), who has unique skills that allow him to stay one step ahead of powerful creatures. As Artemis and Hunter gradually build trust, she discovers that he is part of a group led
by Admiral (Ron Perlman). Faced with such a great danger it can threaten to destroy their world, the brave warriors combine their unique abilities to band together for the ultimate showdown. More PG 13 135 min Watch the trailer Famous writer and director Rian Johnson (Brick, Looper, Star Wars: The Last Jedi) honors mystery mastermind Agatha Christie in
KNIVES OUT, a new, modern murder mystery where everyone is a suspect. When the famous crime novelist Harlan Thrombey (Christopher Plummer) is found dead at his estate shortly after his 85th birthday, curious detective and debonair Benoit Blanc (Daniel Craig) are mysteriously enlisted to investigate. From Harlan's dysfunctional family to his dedicated
staff, Blanc sifts through a website of red and self-serving herring lying to discover the truth behind Harlan's untimely death. With an all-star cast including Chris Evans, Ana de Armas, Jamie Lee Curtis, Michael Shannon, Don Johnson, Toni Collette, LaKeith Stanfield, Katherine Langford and Jaeden Martell, KNIVES OUT is a fun, witty and stylish whodunit
that ensures keeping audiences guessing until the end. More PG 13 100 minutes Watch the trailer Want to live an honest life, a notorious bank robber (Liam Neeson) surrendered, only to be brutally overtaken by two FBI agents. PG 13 Arabic 90 minutes Watch the trailer Two strangers break into Yasmine's house locate and steal a key object. She fights
back and tries to escape, will she succeed? PG Arabic 105 min Watch the trailer A story by Dr. Sultan bin Muhammad Al-Qasimi, Khorfakkan film set during the Portuguese invasion of Khorfakkan in the 16th century, where the city peacefully turned into a resistance force against oppression. 15+ 100 minutes Watch the trailer In this relentless act, Miles
(Daniel Radcliffe) is living alone, being bullied at his job and stuck with his past relationship Nova who has left him. He is drafted into a real-life deadly pursuit where he needs to run Survive to be able to save her ex-girlfriend from her ruthless kidnapper More PG 13 155 minutes Watch the fast forward trailer to the 1980s as Wonder Woman's next big screen
adventure sees her face a whole new enemy: The Cheetah. 00:00 11:00 12:15 14:15 15:30 17:30 18:45 18:45 21:30 22:00 23:30 10:00 13:15 16:30 19:45 23:00 11:30 12:30 13:00 14:30 1 5:00 00 16:00 16:30 19:00 20:00 22:00 22:30 23:00 Track Son of Bigfoot: Father uses his new reputation to fight against an Alaskan oil company but when he disappears
son, mother, A panda and a north-headed bear to rescue him. 11:45 12:25 14:00 14:35 16:15 16:45 18:25 19:00 20:30 21:15 22:00 A musician who has lost his passion for music is transported out of his body and must find his way back with the help of an infant soul learning about himself. 10:00 11:30 12:45 14:00 15:15 16:30 17:45 19:00 20:15 22:45 10:45
12:4 The pre-history Croods family was challenged by a rival family of bettermans, who claimed to be better and more evolution. 10:15 12:30 14:45 16:45 18:50 11:15 13:25 15:30 17:17:30 7.40pm 18 TC 105 min Watch the Tesla trailer documenting the life of visionary invention Nikola Tesla - his rival to Thomas Edison, his relationship with Anne Morgan, and
his development of AC's modern power supply system. 11:00 13:15 15:30 17:45 20:00 22:15 For the first time , IWF invites humans to visit alien zoos. Come up with a spectacular tour of a wildlife refuge in space, where the IWF has gathered an incredible assoggering of life forms from remote corners of the universe to save them from extinction. Come face
to face with endangered species from across the galaxy. Some friendly. Some intense. All rare and miraculous creatures. More than 11:10 11:40 15:10 15:40 18:10 18:40 22:10 22:40 Deep in the Jungle of Mesoamerica, the temple of God snakes rumbles with anger. You are on a mission to find lost pearls, but intruders are not welcome here. The legendary
gem is protected by a deadly curse, and the temple will do whatever it can to protect it. Do you have the intelligence, luck and courage to complete your mission and make it out alive? There's only one way to find out. Turn on Lavan's Magic Projector and enter this action adventure where you become the hero of the story. Category: Extra Adventure 11:20
11:50 15:20 15:50 18:20 18:50 22:20 22:50 Under the surface of the largest living creature on Earth: blue whale. These majestic giants once ruled the oceans, but now they need our help. Venture deep beneath the waves to a research station, where you'll join a team of elite divers on an emergency mission. Power AquaScooter and manoly through
shipwrecks, ravines and around marine life to help reunite a family of whales. Soon you will discover that in an ocean full of wonders, blue is the most magical of all. Over 11:30 12:00 15:30 16:00 19:30 20:00 23:00 23:30 18 TC 95 minutes Watch the trailer Will believe that their son Rosalind's innocent wife is suspected of murder, only for examination The
devastating truth behind her past links her to an unsolved crime. 11:45 14:45 16:10 19:00 20:30 22:35 PG 15 100 minutes Watch the trailer Frank (Nicolas Cage) is a skilled big game hunter specializing in dangerous species. insurance. Frank catches an extremely rare white jaguar in brazil's Amazon rainforest, taking it on a ship to america along with other
deadly animals. Also on board is a notorious killer who frees himself and other animals and starts hunting all those on board. Add 12:10 14:25 16:35 18:45 21:00 23:15 TBC 105 minutes Watch the trailer When the daughter of former CIA agent (Adkins) is kidnapped by Russian agents, he is forced to cooperate with Sasha, a mysterious Ukrainian woman to
watch a video accusing the Russian government of 12:30 13:55 16:45 18:15 21:00 22:35 Sadly that he shared the room he loved with his grandfather, Peter decided to declare war in an attempt to get it back. TBC 120 minutes Watch the Welcome to Family &amp; Friends Private Cinema trailer, an experience designed for movie fans who want to watch the
latest blockbusters on the big screen surrounded only by their friends and family. All you have to do is choose your movie, contact us, make a reservation, and you'll be sitting back in our state-of-the-art cinema with a large tub of popcorn in no time. Add PG 13 150 minutes Watch trailer Equipped with just one word-Tenet-and fight for the survival of the entire
world, the protagonist journeys through a sunset world of international spying on a mission that opens in something beyond real time. It's not time travel. Reverse. The Witches tells the funny and warm story of an orphan boy (Bruno), who, in late 1967, came to live with his loving grandmother (Spencer) in the rural Alabama town of Demopolis. The boy and his
grandmother come across some deceptively charming but thoroughly diabolical witches, so Mrs. Wise whisks our young hero away to a luxury seaside resort. Unfortunately, they arrive at exactly the same time that grand high witch (Hathaway) in the world has gathered her companions from all over the world - secretly - to carry out her iniquitous plans. More
The Grinch hatches a show with its trusty dog Max to ruin Christmas as residents of Whoville plan their annual holiday celebrations. Meanwhile, Cindy Lou, who conspires to find Santa to thank him for helping her single mother every Christmas, will interfere with the Grinch's plans. More PG 13 105 minutes Watch the trailer Behind Our World, there is one: a
world of dangerous and powerful monsters that rule their domains with deadly brutality. When a sandstorm unexpectedly transports Captain Artemis (Milla Jovovich) and her unit (TI Harris, Meagan Good, Diego Boneta) to a new world, the soldiers are shocked to discover that this hostile and unknown environment is home to giant and terrifying monsters
immune to firepower They. In their desperate battle for survival, the unit meets the mysterious Hunter (Tony Jaa), who has unique skills that allow him to stay one step ahead of powerful creatures. As Artemis and Hunter slowly build trust, she discovers that he is part of a team led by Admiral (Ron) Faced with such a great danger it can threaten to destroy
their world, the brave warriors combine their unique abilities to band together for the ultimate showdown. More PG 15 125 minutes Watch the trailer A group of friends return to Jumanji to rescue one of their own but discover that nothing is as they expected. Players need to brave the unknown part, from arid deserts to snowy mountains, to escape the world's
most dangerous game. PG 13 100 minutes Watch the trailer Want to live an honest life, a notorious bank robber (Liam Neeson) surrendered, only to be brutally overtaken by two FBI agents. PG 13 Arabic 90 minutes Watch the trailer Two strangers break into Yasmine's house locate and steal a key object. She fights back and tries to escape, will she
succeed? PG Arabic 105 min Watch the trailer A story by Dr. Sultan bin Muhammad Al-Qasimi, Khorfakkan film set during the Portuguese invasion of Khorfakkan in the 16th century, where the city peacefully turned into a resistance force against oppression. 15+ 100 minutes Watch the trailer In this relentless act, Miles (Daniel Radcliffe) is living alone, being
bullied at his job and stuck with his past relationship Nova who has left him. He is drafted into a real-life deadly pursuit where he needs to run &amp; survive to be able to save his ex-girlfriend from his ruthless kidnapper Add PG 13 155 minutes Watch the fast trailer forward to the 1980s as Wonder Woman's next big screen adventure sees her face a whole
new enemy : The Cheetah. 00:00 11:00 12:15 14:15 15:30 17:30 18:45 20:45 21:30 22:00 11:30 12:30 13:0 0 14:30 15:00 16:00 16:30 19:00 20:00 Grinch hatches a plan with his trusty dog Max to ruin Christmas when the residents of Whoville plan their annual holiday celebrations. Meanwhile, Cindy Lou, who conspires to find Santa to thank him for helping
her single mother every Christmas, will interfere with the Grinch's plans. Add A musician who has lost his passion for music to be transported out of his body and must find his way back with the help of an infant soul learning about himself. 10:00 11:30 12:45 14:00 15:15 16:30 17:45 19:00 20:15 10:45 12:00 1 3 The pre-history Croods family was challenged
by a rival family of bettermans, who claimed to be better and more evolution. 10:15 12:30 14:45 16:45 18:50 11:15 13:25 15:30 17:17:30 7.40pm 18 TC 105 min Watch the Tesla trailer documenting the life of visionary invention Nikola Tesla - his rival to Thomas Edison, his relationship with Anne Morgan, and his development of AC's state-of-the-art power
supply system. 11:00 13:15 15:30 17:45 20:00 For the first time , the IWF is inviting humans to visit the Alien Zoo. Come up with a spectacular tour of a wildlife refuge in space, where the IWF has gathered an incredible ass of life forms from far corners of the universe to save them from extinction. Come face to face with endangered species from across the
galaxy. Some Some intense. All rare and miraculous creatures. More than 11:10 11:40 15:10 15:40 18:10 18:40 22:10 22:40 Deep in the Jungle of Mesoamerica, the temple of God snakes rumbles with anger. You are on a mission to find lost pearls, but intruders are not welcome here. The legendary gem is protected by a deadly curse, and the temple will do
whatever it can to protect it. Do you have the intelligence, luck and courage to complete your mission and make it out alive? There's only one way to find out. Turn on Lavan's Magic Projector and enter this action adventure where you become the hero of the story. Category: Extra Adventure 11:20 11:50 15:20 15:50 18:20 18:50 22:20 22:50 Under the surface
of the largest living creature on Earth: blue whale. These majestic giants once ruled the oceans, but now they need our help. Venture deep beneath the waves to a research station, where you'll join a team of elite divers on an emergency mission. Power AquaScooter and manoly through shipwrecks, ravines and around marine life to help reunite a family of
whales. Soon you will discover that in an ocean full of wonders, blue is the most magical of all. Over 11:30 12:00 15:30 16:00 19:30 20:00 23:00 23:30 18 TC 95 minutes Watch the trailer Will believe that their son Rosalind's innocent wife is suspected of murder, just to discover the devastating truth behind her past linking her to an unsolved crime. 11:45
14:45 16:10 19:00 20:30 22:35 Bigfoot's son track: Father uses his new reputation to fight against an Alaskan oil company but when he disappears son, mother, a panda and a polar bear head to rescue him. 11:45 12:25 14:00 14:35 16:15 16:45 18:25 19:00 20:30 21:15 PG 15 100 minutes Watch the trailer Frank (Nicolas Cage) is a skilled big game hunter
specializing in dangerous species. When Frank catches an extremely rare white jaguar in brazil's Amazon rainforest, he takes it on a ship to the United States along with other deadly animals. Also on board is a notorious killer who frees himself and other animals and starts hunting all those on board. See also 12:10 14:25 16:35 18:45 21:00 TBC 105 min
Watch the trailer When the daughter of former CIA agent (Adkins) is kidnapped by Russian agents, he is forced to cooperate with Sasha, a mysterious Ukrainian woman to watch a video accusing the Russian government of her abduction. 12:30 13:55 16:45 18:15 21:00 Upset that he shared the room he loved with his grandfather, Peter decided to declare
war in an attempt to get it back. TBC 120 minutes Watch the Welcome to Family &amp; Friends Private Cinema trailer, an experience designed for movie fans who want to watch the latest blockbusters on the big screen surrounded only by their friends and family. All of you Do is choose your movie, contact us, book a room, and you'll be sitting back in our
state-of-the-art cinema with a big tub of popcorn in no time. More PG 13 150 minutes Watch trailer Equipped with just one word-Tenet-and fight for the survival of the whole world, gender, The protagonist cruises through a sunset world of international spies on a mission that opens up in something beyond real time. It's not time travel. Reverse. The Witches
tells the funny and warm story of an orphan boy (Bruno), who, in late 1967, came to live with his loving grandmother (Spencer) in the rural Alabama town of Demopolis. The boy and his grandmother come across some deceptively charming but thoroughly diabolical witches, so Mrs. Wise whisks our young hero away to a luxury seaside resort. Unfortunately,
they arrive at exactly the same time that grand high witch (Hathaway) in the world has gathered her companions from all over the world - secretly - to carry out her iniquitous plans. More PG 13 105 minutes Watch the trailer Behind Our World, there is one: a world of dangerous and powerful monsters that rule their domains with deadly brutality. When a
sandstorm unexpectedly transports Captain Artemis (Milla Jovovich) and her unit (TI Harris, Meagan Good, Diego Boneta) to a new world, the soldiers are shocked to discover that this hostile and unknown environment is home to giant and terrifying monsters immune to their firepower. In their desperate battle for survival, the unit meets the mysterious Hunter
(Tony Jaa), who has unique skills that allow him to stay one step ahead of powerful creatures. As Artemis and Hunter gradually build trust, she discovers that he is part of a group led by Admiral (Ron Perlman). Faced with such a great danger it can threaten to destroy their world, the brave warriors combine their unique abilities to band together for the
ultimate showdown. More PG 15 125 minutes Watch the trailer A group of friends return to Jumanji to rescue one of their own but discover that nothing is as they expected. Players need to brave the unknown part, from arid deserts to snowy mountains, to escape the world's most dangerous game. PG 13 100 minutes Watch the trailer Want to live an honest
life, a notorious bank robber (Liam Neeson) surrendered, only to be brutally overtaken by two FBI agents. PG 13 Arabic 90 minutes Watch the trailer Two strangers break into Yasmine's house locate and steal a key object. She fights back and tries to escape, will she succeed? PG Arabic 105 min Watch the trailer A story by Dr. Sultan bin Muhammad Al-
Qasimi, Khorfakkan film set during the Portuguese invasion of Khorfakkan in the 16th century, where the city peacefully turned into a resistance force against oppression. 15+ 100 minutes Watch the trailer In this relentless act, Miles (Daniel Radcliffe) is living alone, being bullied at his job and stuck with his past relationship Nova who has left him. He was
drafted into a real-life pursuit of death where he Must run &amp; survive to be able to save her ex-girlfriend from her ruthless kidnapper more more
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